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HOW IT WORKS
We facilitate the sustainable redistribution of

healthy food to low-income communities.

We work hard to accomplish our task with

minimal environmental impact, meaning we

do as much as possible by bicycle. Our direct

"just in time" delivery model enables us to

focus on healthy food, such as fruits and

vegetables.  

We take this food directly to participatory

No-Cost Grocery Programs at low-income

housing sites, pre-schools, and day cares to

minimize as many barriers as possible in

accessing food. We also take this food to

existing food pantries to increase access to

produce for organizations distributing food

to individuals.  
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Far too often we describe our impact with numbers. We

redistribute 1,500 pounds of food daily. We reach 21,000

unduplicated people every year. We redistributed $2.2 million

worth of produce to people who wouldn’t have access to it

otherwise. Given the size of our organization, we make huge

impact and the numbers show it. 

But when I think about Boulder Food Rescue, I think about

people. I think about the Grocery Program volunteers who

distribute food in the community room of their housing sites,

calling their neighbors to make sure that everyone knows BFR

has arrived. I think about the bike volunteers who load

hundreds of pounds of produce onto a trailer and bike it to a

recipient site, regardless of the weather, sometimes even  
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up small hills like Folsom, or large hills like Broadway. I think about the staff team who show up

to meetings with the seemingly perfect amount of passion, love, vulnerability, determination,

and laughter. I think about the countless conversations I’ve had with individuals who don’t know

how they are going to get their next meal and the courage that it takes to show up for

themselves and their families daily. I think of the relationships we’ve built and the power that

comes from sitting down and having a meal with someone. I think about how something as

simple as a piece of fruit can bring individuals together to share in our humanity. 

Ultimately, this is the story I want to tell. I hope that one day the numbers will get smaller and

the stories of how people got together and made significant change in their communities take

over. I want to say that we fed less people this year than ever before because they actualized

their own food security by organizing together to garner a living wage. I want to say that we

picked up less food this year because we developed systems in partnership with businesses to

address food waste at an institutional level. 

In order to achieve these goals, we have been building relationships and trust in our community,

which is what 2017 was about.  



We brought in someone to work specifically with building relationships in Spanish-

speaking participant communities. We brought in someone to work specifically

with our food donors to develop more consistent and responsive pick-up systems.

We focused more of our efforts on all of our grocery programs, where residents

directly redistribute food they receive to their own neighbors. This cuts down on

barriers in accessing healthy food, which gives people a hand and a voice in their

own food access. 

We have continued our community-based participatory food access research to

understand how people who have a hard time getting food want to be involved in

food access programs. We have worked with people to design ways they want to

participate and are developing the framework to teach other nonprofits how to be

more inclusive and let their users be an active part of their systems. 

By continuing our community-based and participatory work, we have been able to

develop language and a framework for other food rescues around the country to do

this work as well. Our Food Rescue Alliance program facilitates peer-learning

workshops and conversations, sharing documents and resources, and developing a

collaborative voice in addressing the root causes of food insecurity. 

We continue to be uplifted and supported by our donors who believe in this work

and want to see a more just food system. Without the financial support of

community members, we would not be able to grow in both impact and

relationships. We cannot do this work without you. 

So, even though our staff numbers are growing as awkwardly as a 7th grader who

doesn’t know how long their legs are anymore, we are figuring out how to adjust to

having such an unbelievable community of support. The team here at BFR, the

donors who support us, and the volunteers who make everything happen are the

people who continue to amaze me daily and inspire me to show up and work

towards justice. 

Hayden Dansky 
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2017 
PROGRAM 
IMPACTS

Our core program, to re-distribute

healthy food to low-income

communities from retail grocery stores,

farmers’ markets and community

gardens, has continued to flourish year

after year.  

In 2017, we redistributed 606,715 pounds

of food to individuals in need. This food

consists of uncut fruits and vegetables,

the most desired foods amongst these

communities that lack access to them. 

   

Our relationships with grocery stores, as

well as partners like Community Food

Share, enable us to continue to grow

this program and have a large impact in

Boulder. 

We do this work through our 150+

amazing volunteers who haul donations

by bicycle, redistribute food at grocery

programs, maintain our trailer and bike

fleet, and help with back-end work! In

2017 alone, volunteers put in 13,588

hours of work, equating to $335,487.72!  

606,715

13,588  

 POUNDS  OF  

 FOOD

VOLUNTEER

HOURS  

ACTIVE

VOLUNTEERS  150+



POUNDS OF FOOD DISTRIBUTED
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SPANISH SPEAKING 

OUTREACH PROJECT 

 In the Fall of 2017, we conducted an

intensive outreach project to No Cost

Grocery Program sites with a significant

population of program participants who

are predominantly Spanish-speaking.

Fueled by the efforts of our new Spanish-

speaking Recipient Coordinator, Diana

Alvarado, we talked to 97 people who

represented the 373 people using No Cost

Grocery Programs at residential sites,

daycares, and preschools.  

From this outreach, we developed an

ongoing and iterative plan to address

people’s feedback, follow up with them

about their feedback, make grocery

programs more accessible, better meet

food needs/ desires, and improve the

efficiency and quality of deliveries.  

In 2018, we plan to continue to build

relationships, respond to feedback, and

collect new feedback in order to assess the

impact of our efforts.  
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RESEARCH UPDATE 
SYSTEMS OF PARTICIPATION
We have continued our Community-Based

Participatory Design Research (CBPDR) to better

understand food access in Boulder, a project we’ve

been working on for over three years. In 2017, we

focused on participation in food access. This

theme emerged from earlier research and was

particularly interesting to us because of its

potential to improve programs and address food

access barriers.  

We hosted two sets of design workshops with

people who self-identified as food insecure. They

offered feedback about their experiences and

their ideal systems of participation. From these

workshops, we identified 23 action steps to work

towards more participatory systems of food access

in Boulder.  

When it comes to BFR’s own systems of

participation, we have a lot to celebrate - No Cost

Grocery Programs led by program participants,

responsive systems of feedback, relationships built

on trust, and program participants who do their

own deliveries. We also have room to grow. Some

of our next steps as a participatory organization

include continuing to strengthen our systems of

feedback and engaging No Cost Grocery Program

users and volunteers into more varied positions of

leadership. For our research, our next steps involve

engaging participants to continue to act on

findings and to conduct trainings for other

organizations to become more participatory and

inclusive. 
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NEW  
TEAM
MEMBERS

We are growing!  

In the Fall of 2017, we were funded by the

City of Boulder Health Equity Fund. This

Fund supports projects from the sugary

drink tax in order to put money back in the

hands of communities working to create a

healthier Boulder.  

Due to their support, we were able to bring

on new staff members, Diana Alvarado,

Spanish Speaking Recipient Coordinator,

and Janee Harris, Food Donor Coordinator.  

We also pitched development of our Food

Rescue Robot web application at a contest

hosted by Pledge 1% Colorado. The Food

Rescue Robot manages our logistics and

reporting. This funding enables us to have

ongoing software maintenance from Becks

Boone, Robot Developer.  
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FORWARD 
FOOD  

SUMMIT
We collaborated with Denver Food Rescue and

Colorado Springs Food Rescue to host our 4th

annual Forward Food Summit on Food and

Traditional Knowledge.  

The Forward Food Summit is  a food justice  

un-conference centered on race and class

equity and community based solutions.  

We were able to engage 250 people in

conversations and storytelling about food, told

by communities working to keep their

knowledge alive and thriving.  
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Food Rescue Alliance is our

cooperative peer-learning network

that enables us to share resources,

ideas, and programs with other

food rescues across the US and

Canada. We have hosted bi-

monthly workshops, taught by

food rescue leaders, on topics

relevant to the members.  

Together, we have a larger voice in

our desires to address the root

causes of food insecurity, increase

access to healthy and fresh

produce for low-income

communities, and create

participatory and collaborative

programs.  

We hope to become a larger voice

in the national movement to end

hunger. 

For more information, visit:

foodrescuealliance.org 

FOOD RESCUE 
ALLIANCE
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FINANCIALS
Major Contributors - 2017

expenses

revenue



FRESH FOOD CONNECT 
Fresh Food Connect is a web

application that enables home

gardeners to donate excess produce.  

We create routes from donations 

sites and redistribute produce to  

low-income housing sites and  

pre-schools.  

In 2018, we are looking forward to

launching this program, initiated by

Denver Food Rescue, to both increase

produce donations and engage our

local community in giving.  

To donate your garden’s bounty, visit:

freshfoodconnect.org 
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GET 
INVOLVED
WANT  TO  VOLUNTEER  BY

B IK ING ,  CONTR IBUT ING  A

SK I L L ,  DONAT ING  PRODUCE

FROM  YOUR  BACKYARD ,  OR

G IV IV ING  F INANC IALLY  TO

SUPPORT  OUR  WORK ?  

WE  WOULD  LOVE  FOR  YOU  TO

JO IN  US !  

FOR  MORE  INFORMAT ION :  

BOULDERFOODRESCUE .ORG  
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